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ABSTRACT 

Following a doctoral study on the learning difficulties of20 Oxford first-year mathematics undergraduates 
in their encounter with mathematical abstraction, a study is currently being carried out in which the 
mathematics tutors who participated in the initial study have been asked to reflect upon samples of its data 
and findings in semi-structured interviews. The interviews address three areas: clarifications and 
explanations regarding the pedagogical and psychological language used in the samples, a 
validation/critique of the interpretations in the thesis regarding the students' learning difficulties and a 
reflection upon the events in a tutorial from a teaching point of view. The focus of the discussion alternates 
between a specific (sample-centred) and a general addressing of issues relating to the learning and 
teaching of undergraduate mathematics. Here short extracts from the interviews are presented and 
commented upon. Transcription and analysis are now in progress.  

The research reported in this paper is a brief follow-up * to the author's doctorate (Nardi 1996) and a pilot 
to a one-year ESRC-funded project due to begin in October '98 (Jaworski and Nardi 1998). In the 
following I present the doctoral thesis briefly; then the aims, methodology and data extracts of the current 
project; finally I link this with the upcoming research.  

1. BACKGROUND: THE THESIS  

The doctorate (Nardi 1996) set out to explore and elaborate upon the documented view that abstraction is 
possibly the main inherent epistemological characteristic of mathematics to which its didactical 
complexity can be attributed. The study originates in the idea that, in order to formulate a didactical 
discourse on advanced mathematics, microscopic psychological studies are needed which identify the 
students' needs and then engage in trying to cater for them.  

The doctorate was a qualitative study of 20 first-year mathematics undergraduates' learning difficulties in 
five mathematical topics: Foundational Analysis, Calculus, Linear Algebra, Topology and Group Theory. 
The students were observed for two terms during the tutorials given to them once a week on a  
1: 1 or 2: 1 basis and were interviewed at the end of each term. The minimally participant observation 
sessions and the semi-structured interviews were audio-recorded. The recorded material was analysed, using 
a combination of techniques from Data Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and Discourse Analysis 
(Dijk 1985) in terms of the students' explicit or implicit articulations of their difficulties. In the analysis, 
dominant theories in the field of the Psychology of Advanced Mathematical Thinking (an  
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account of most of these theories can be found in (Tall 1991» and a theoretical framework that coordinated 
aspects of the developmental theories of J. Piaget - specifically his concept of Reflective Abstraction 
(Dubinsky and Lewin 1986) - and the sociocultural theories on learning of L. Vygotsky (1978) were 
employed.  

The aim of the study was to offer a psychological profile of the students' difficulties across the above 
mathematical topics. The novices' encounter with mathematical abstraction was described as a personal meaning-
construction process and as an enculturation process: the new culture is Advanced Mathematics introduced by an 
expert, the tutor. The novices' concept-image construction was described as a construction of meaningful 
metaphors and an exploration of the 'raison-d'-etre' of the new concepts and the new reasoning and was 
characterised by the tension between the informal/intuitive/verbal and the formal/abstract/symbolic - which was 
discussed in terms of semantics and reasoning. The novices were in difficulty with the mechanics of formal 
mathematical reasoning as well as with applying these mechanics in a contextualised manner. This 
decontextualised behaviour was linked to the fragility of their knowledge with regard to the nature of rigour in 
formal mathematics. Issues related to teaching were touched upon when it was deemed necessary to the analysis 
of the learning instances that had been selected.  

Some of these issues inform the theoretical basis for the current research. On the basis of the evidence in this 
study, to integrate teaching styles that the students are familiar with from school into their initial experiences at 
university level and to present mathematics in a way that is more revealing about the mechanisms that 
characterise mathematical thinking seem to carry significant didactical potential. From this study several 
conjectures relating to teaching mathematics at university level emerged and can be seen as indicators of good 
practice:  

A to clarify the rules of the formal game of advanced mathematics, that is to provide clarity with regard to the 
increased requirements of rigour in the new course that the novices have to confront - for instance with 
regard to the knowledge that they are allowed to assume;  

B to co-ordinate intuitive and formal practices, yield didactical control to the learners and view interaction 
with the students at a reflective, meta-topical level as a legitimate part of the teaching; C to explore the 
varying efficiency of types of visualisation and to develop flexible metaphors to support the understanding of 
abstract concepts; and,  
D to support the learners' existential, meta-mathematical enquiries and to launch new concepts as 

epistemologically useful and necessary apparatus.  

In the research, currently being conducted, the tutors are being invited to reflect and comment upon samples 
of data and analysis relating to the findings of the above. In the following section I describe  
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briefly this research as a bridge between the strictly psychological concerns of the doctorate and the directly 
pedagogical concerns of the upcoming ESRC-funded research.  

2. THE CURRENT PROJECT  

The research described in this section is a short follow-up of the doctorate described above and is 
currently being conducted. Its primary aims are:  

•
  

to provide feedback to the tutors who participated in the doctorate, 
to enrich the findings from the doctorate, by including the participant tutors' point of view,  
to introduce a pedagogical dimension in the psychological discourse developed in the doctorate, and to 

inaugurate the collaboration between mathematicians and mathematics educators involved in the proposed 
research. In this sense the project described in this section is a Pilot to the upcoming research, in the 
development of discourse and methodology.  

•
  •
  •
  

For the above purposes, the plan, currently being implemented, is as follows: 

• Re-establish contact with the tutors who participated in the doctorate and request their collaboration. 
The request has been met with positive responses.  

• Prepare the feedback material to be presented to the participants: this consists of samples of the data, 
transcribed extracts from the tutorials, and the analysis, presented in the doctorate, deliberately chosen so 
that they trigger off the tutors' reflection upon the students' learning processes as well as their response to 
the analysis.  

• Introduce the above aims to the participants and conduct semi-structured interviews in which they are 
asked to react to a sample of data and analysis with regard to  

- their response to the researcher's interpretation of the students' learning processes in the sample, 
- their own interpretation of the students' learning processes in the sample, and  
- their reflection upon the teaching actions taken in sample.  

• Analyse the interviews. This aims to be the development of a discourse in which the analysis in the 
doctorate and the tutors' interpretations, as expressed in the interviews, are juxtaposed. The rationale for this 
juxtaposition is that it allows the identification of the possible differences of perspectives between 
mathematicians and mathematics educators. Given that the upcoming research involves the collaboration 
between mathematics educators and mathematicians who teach at university level, a collaboration which, as 
explained in the concluding section, will take the form of a clinical  
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partnership (Wagner 1997), the doctorate, and in particular the current research, set up a forum for this 
collaboration: they allow establishing and modifying the methodological principles and clarifying the 
issues to be raised by the upcoming research.  

The interviews, which were audio recorded, are now being transcribed. I exemplify the tutors' reactions by 
citing extracts ** from the interviews and in particular from the parts of the discussion regarding area C of the 
implications for teaching as discussed in the doctorate and mentioned in Section 1, namely the varying 
efficiency of types of visualisation and metaphors as supports to the students' understanding of abstract 
concepts. Preliminary analysis suggests that the tutors' reactions vary from an educated confidence in their long-
established practices,  
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An analytical framework which integrates the learning-oriented perspective of the doctorate with 
perspectives on the tutors' self-reflective processes is currently under development.  
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3. THE FUTURE: THE ESRC PROJECT 

The broad aim of the upcoming, more action-oriented I-year research is to explore, in a partnership with 
university mathematics teachers, current thinking and practices in mathematics teaching at first-year 
undergraduate level. Participants of the research will be Oxford mathematics tutors. The researchers will 
observe tutorials in which the participants are involved and then interview the participants. The analysis will 
produce documentation and grouping of practices, processes and the thinking of participants. Researcher 
interpretations will be fed back to participants for respondent validation but also, in the spirit of the intended 
partnership, to initiate discussion on the implications of the research findings for future practices. To 
exemplify how the tutors have expressed their expectations from the upcoming partnership, I conclude with 
two remarks made by the tutors in the current interviews:  
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